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This study aims to investigate how the utilization of video subtitling in 
writing procedure text, what are difficulties the teacher and students 
encountered, and the benefits the students gained by implementing video 
subtitling in writing procedure text. This study is a descriptive qualitative 
study. To collect and analyze the data, the researcher used observation, 
interview, and questionnaire. This study was conducted in SMK Bhineka 
Nusantara Cianjur. The participants were an English teacher and ten 
students of tenth grade. The data from those instruments were transcribed 
and categorized accordingly. The findings show that the teacher applied 
several main steps in using video subtitling activity: introducing the 
application namely TikTok, explaining the purpose of TikTok application in 
teaching and writing procedure text, showing the simulation in translating 
the sentences and making subtitle with the application, downloading and 
installing the application, downloading the tutorial video, making the 
subtitle and inserting the subtitle to the video. The application helps the 
teacher in assisting remote classroom activity and delivered the material 
under the pandemic situation. In this case the students were enthusiastic 
when the teacher implemented the application and they felt familiar with it. 
However, the teacher and the students encountered some difficulties in 
writing procedure text using video subtitling: ineffective learning process 
monitoring by the teacher, internet connection problem, and difficult 
editing process. Albeit there were some difficulties, the students also 
gained number of benefits of using video subtitling in writing procedure 
text: more interesting learning activity, producing organized text and 
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An Utilizing Video Subtitling in Writing Procedure 
Text  
Introduction 
Recognizing the importance of English in this industrial revolution era, the era in which the development of 
technology is growing rapidly, Indonesian government through the National Education Ministry has determined 
that English must be taught since the early age. This policy is formed on the teaching English from elementary 
school until senior high school. There are four skills in English language teaching and learning namely listening, 
speaking, reading and writing. Throughout the communicative competence, the students are expected to be able 
to communicate with other people and to express their ideas in writing using English. 
 
Writing is a communication process where the students pour on their ideas on paper. As stated in Khoiriyah & 
Mahendra (2017) writing is a way of sharing information, thoughts, ideas and experiences to others in the written 
form. Through writing, students can inform others, explore the ideas, carry out communications and tell what 
they feel. Moreover, at school, students learn how to make good writing and learn to convey their ideas and 
opinions. They are trained about how to make a good writing and having a good step write. One of the texts that 
must be well mastered by the students is procedure text. Procedure text is part of human daily live, it tells how 
something is done through steps or actions. 
 
Today’s youth are exposed and familiar to technological devices and programs that transform text beyond its 
traditional form (Clark, 2013). The researcher found out that students always get involved with multimedia 
technology in the learning process. Teacher needs technology to bring the lesson to come alive and attractive 
because media has become an important part in teaching, especially in today’s condition under COVID-19 
pandemic that makes the teaching and learning process conducted online. Kurniawati (2018) also declared that 
most students are equipped with several portable technological devices at any given time, technology continues 
to push educational capabilities to new levels. Because teaching and learning process was conducted under 
pandemic situation, the teacher has to create a remote classroom. Remote language teaching occurs when 
teachers are brought into the classroom virtually, using videoconferencing technology, in order to teach 
a language (Stanley, 2019). The remote language teaching experience should replicate as far as possible 
the way teaching would be if the remote teacher (RT) were physically present in the classroom. The 
teacher has to come up with interesting teaching media. Media attracts the students’ attention, because  it 
is interesting to watch, challenging, and reinforcing. Technology can facilitate the accomplishment of learning 
goals for individuals with variety in their abilities to see, hear, move, read, write, understand English, sustain 
attention, organize, engage and remember. Instructional media and resources available can be used in students’ 
writing class.  
 
One of the media that can be used in writing procedure text is subtitle. With the process of subtitling, it can help 
students to pour out their idea about telling people how to do something in their own style. Subtitling may be 
described as a translation practice that consists of rendering in writing, usually at the bottom of the screen, the 
translation into a target language of the original dialogue exchanges uttered by different speakers, as well as all 
other verbal information that appears written on screen (letters, banners, inserts) or is transmitted aurally in the 
soundtrack (song lyrics, voices off) (Diaz-Cintas, 2012). In this research, the researcher used reversed subtitle 
in tutorial video. Tutorial video is a video of a method that transferring knowledge and may be used as a part of 
a learning process. Previous research by Habibulloh (2017) resulted that video makes the students’ easier in 
pre-writing or drawing on the background knowledge to determine a topic. A tutorial video seeks to teach by 
example and supply the information to complete a certain task or operate specific object.  
 
Theoretical Framework  
 
Writing is a way of communication in the form of written communication, written signs or symbols. According to 
Harmer (1993) as cited in Muthmainnah (2015), writing is a media of communication through writing message. 
The process of writing requires both physical and mental effort, start from the idea storming until pouring them 
into a paragraph. One of the text genre is procedure text. Procedure text is a piece of writing that tells us 
information of making or doing something through several steps or directions (Febriani, 2014). The example of 
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procedure texts includes cooking recipes, direction to find a place, rules game, manual instructions of a tool, 
science experiment. Emilia (2013, p. 98) stated that one of the aspects of procedure text genre is its generic 
structure which covers goal, materials, and steps. Firstly, procedure text is introduced by goal. Goal is written to 
show the aim of the whole of the text. It is also stated as a prediction of the conclusion that might happens. 
 
Remote teaching occurs outside of a physical classroom. Teachers are separated from their students in time 
and distance, but still have obligate to monitor the students. Classroom monitoring is activities pursued by 
teachers to keep track of student learning for purposes of making instructional decisions and providing feedback 
to students on their progress (Cotton, 2015). Remote teaching, which is equal with e-learning, takes place online. 
Thus the internet role is big in this teaching learning process. Internet technology allows teachers and students 
keep up with their minds, it let them try their ideas as soon as they come up with them (Arsham, 2002).  
 
Multimedia is the use of a variety of data and file types to present instructional material. Multimedia instructional 
tools (MMITs) is an instructional computer program or application that is created by applying instructional design 
techniques to present material for student learning through the use of interactive media (Chapman, 2013). 
According to Yusra, Osman, Ramli, et al. (2018), multimedia education tools especially smartphone application 
can promote effective teaching and learning in general. Dong & Li (2011) also stated that multimedia practice 
has also been proven to make class extra vivid and interesting which can boom students’ learning, motivation, 
and efficiency in the class. Also, it has part in developing creativity. Ting (2013) explained that the video project 
was able to draw out the students’ creativity in integrating language with computer skills. Halimah, Ibrahim, & 
Lustyantie (2019) media technology can lessen the students obstacle in mastering English. Moreover, Media 
can help the English learner to increase vocabulary mastery and writing skill  (Damayanti & Irwan, 2015), 
(Masruddin, 2015). 
 
Karamitraoglou (2000) defined subtitling as translation of the spoken (written) source text of an audiovisual 
product into a written target text which is added on to the images of the original product at the bottom of the 
screen. The translation process using dictionary and translating machine are the most common way to translate. 
The use of Google Translate has been increasing either in the academic discipline or in the non-academic 
discipline (Halimah, 2018). Kasapoglu-Akyol (2010) reported it was determined that electronic dictionaries 
helped participants learn new vocabulary which improved reading and writing skills. According to Bernschütz 
(2010), the process of subtitling can be divided into three phases. In the first phase, the original language script 
is split into scenes. In the second phase, the text is extracted and translated. The third phase comprises the 
substantive part of the process: professionals attempt to time the translated part to the video. The increasing 
access to different multimedia and technology resources facilitates spontaneous vocabulary acquisition for the 
contemporary age learners, in particular, films or video with subtitles can be a valuable tool in bringing students 
closer to authentic real-life vocabulary (Kanellopoulou, Kermanidis, & Giannakoulopoulos, 2019). To be able to 




This research applied qualitative design. The data was collected from observation, interview, and questionnaire. 
The observation was done to identify teaching and learning activities and how the situation during that process, 
the data related to the aspects observed during the action then were recorded through descriptions in the form 
of field notes. The researcher presented seven interview questions for both the teacher and the students, the 
questions about the difficulties in utilizing video subtitling to the teaching-learning activity were asked to the 
teacher, while the students getting questions about the benefits they got from utilizing video subtitling in writing 
procedure text. The interview was conducted after the video subtitling activity in writing procedure text was 
utilized. The interview questions were presented in online form, and were delivered in Indonesia to get clear 
information. The questionnaire consisted of ten questions in which the participants first chose one of the options 
and wrote down the reason shortly based on their point of view, and they were free to express anything related 
to the use of video subtitling in writing procedure text.  
 
The research took place at SMK Bhineka Nusantara Cianjur. The school is located in Jl. Raya Jangari, Jamali, 
Kec. Mande, Kabupaten Cianjur, Jawa Barat. This research study included 10 students of class 10 of SMK 
Bhineka Nusantara Cianjur in the academic year of 2019-2020. They are students in the second semester of 
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their study. All of the data collecting process were conducted online because of the COVID-19 pandemic 
situation. 
Results and Discussion 
The Utilization of Video Subtitling in Writing Procedure Text 
Table 1. First Observation Result 
Meeting 1 
Date Wednesday, 22th April 2020 
Time 1 p.m. – 3 p.m. 
Material Procedure Text 
Stages 
1. Teacher introduces TikTok as video subtitling application to the students. 
2. Teacher shows students how to translate text. 
3. Teacher sends an example tutorial subtitled video using the video subtitling application TikTok. 
4. Students download and install TikToK application on their smartphones. 
5. Teacher provides number of tutorial videos to be subtitled by students. 
6. Students pick one video each and download it. 
7. Students transcribe the video into text in Indonesia. 
The table here showed the teacher focused on how to utilize video subtitling application in teaching and learning 
writing. From the first observation it was found that despite the procedure text material that has been explained 
last meeting in face to face class, the students’ understanding in text component was still low. It can be seen 
when the teacher asked the students to mention the structure of the procedure text through the video, and only 
two of them that answered the question. In first meeting the teacher tried to introduce an application namely 
TikTok as video subtitling application in a form of lesson video. Including how to use of application appropriately 
and showed an example of how to make subtitle for the video step by step, also the teacher showed how to 
translate the sentences into English in easy way because the subtitle that being used here was reversed subtitle. 
After introducing the application, teacher sent an example tutorial subtitled video using that video subtitling 
application to the chat room as reference. Then teacher asked students to have this application on their own 
smartphone. The teacher also provided ten short tutorial videos in Bahasa to be edited by the students in order 
to insert the reversed subtitle they made to the video. In this meeting the students downloaded one video each 
and transcribed the Bahasa sentences that came out of the video. The topic of the tutorial videos that given by 
the teacher was about tips in digital tools for daily use. 
Table 2. Second Observation Result 
Meeting 2 
Date Wednesday, 29th April 2020 
Time 1 p.m. – 3 p.m. 
Material Procedure Text 
Stages 1. Teacher instructs students to work individually in making procedure text. 
2. Teacher gives clues about words that the students are going to use in the video. 
3. Students translate the transcribed text into English. 
4. Students write procedure text. 
5. Students make the subtitle and insert it to the video. 
6. Teacher asks students to send their works to the chat room to be evaluated. 
Based on the table, in this meeting the teacher continued the learning procedure by utilizing TikTok application. 
After the instruction had been explained, the teacher asked students to work individually in making procedure 
text based on the video they have downloaded last meeting. The teacher gave the students clues of the words 
that they will use in their procedure text such as the verb words that being used in the video. They then translated 
the text that has been transcribed last meeting into English and turned it into short and simple procedure text 
about one tutorial in doing something using digital tools. Each students chose different topic of tutorial video. 
Afterwards, when the students finished translating the text into English they started to make the reversed subtitle 
for the tutorial video and inserting it into the mentioned video. The teacher allowed the students to create the 
subtitle as they wished they can add colorful text or effect to the subtitle. Latterly after inserting the subtitle to 
the video, teacher asked students to send their works to the group chat room to be evaluated. They also can 
share their tutorial video to their own social media. 
 
Grounded on the result of data analysis from two times of observation, it was discovered in the first observation 
that the students’ understanding in text component was still low, it can be seen when the teacher asked the 
students to mention the generic structure of the procedure text through the video, only two of them were able to 
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answer the question. According to Emilia (2013, p. 98), one of the aspects of procedure text genre is its generic 
structure which covers goal, materials, and steps. In this case, the teacher also explained that the material part 
is not necessary to be included in this procedure text, the goal and the steps that should exist in the tutorial 
video. Thus, teacher provided tutorial videos for the students to be subtitled as its arrangement to help students 
in composing structured procedure text.  
 
On the part of utilizing video subtitling application in writing procedure text, the teacher enforced several steps 
starting from introducing the application until utilizing it in the learning process. There are at least two reasons 
underlying of smartphone application usage  in this teaching learning process, the first one is in order to make 
more effective teaching learning process even though it is conducted in form of remote classroom under the 
COVID-19 pandemic situation school protocol and the second one is to build students’ motivation in leaning 
procedure text. This statement is in parallel with Yusra, Osman, Ramli, et al. (2018) that multimedia education 
tools especially smartphone application can promote effective teaching and learning in general. Moreover, it is 
mentioned that how familiar this smartphone application was for the students, and most of the students already 
knew the application itself. In line with the statement, Kurniawati (2018) also declared that most students are 
equipped with several portable technological devices at any given time, technology continues to push 
educational capabilities to new levels.  That is showed how often students operating their smartphone and have 
many access to applications whether for general use or for learning purpose.  
 
The Difficulties of Utilizing Video Subtitling in Writing Procedure Text 
 
In exploring the difficulties the teacher encountered in utilizing video subtitle in teaching writing procedure text, 
the researcher used interview to the teacher. The table shows teacher’s response to the interview questions: 
Table 3. Teacher Interview Result 
NO Statement Response 
1 Whether the teacher have been used video 
subtitling (TikTok) for teaching and medias that the 
teacher have used in teaching. 
 
It is the teacher’s first time using video subtitling 
application such as TikTok in the class. The teacher 
have used media such as song, movie, and book. 
2 The teacher’s insight about video subtitle (TikTok) 
utilization in writing procedure text. 
It is helpful for delivering lesson about procedure text, 
and an innovation to make more interesting teaching 
and learning process. The students do not feel bored, 
but there are few obstacles in the implementation. 
  
3 The difficulties that the teacher encountered in 
utilizing video subtitling (TikTok) in teaching 
procedure text. 
Because of study from home, the online learning 
process monitoring becomes ineffective. The teacher 
has hard time to monitor how far the students 
understand the material and what difficulties they 
faced.  Also, bad internet connection and devices 
makes the communication slower. 
 
4 The factors of the difficulties.  The factor is the study from home strategy itself, the 
online class is considered not effective for this school. 
Because both teacher and students do not supported 
by adequate device. 
 
5 The difficulties that the students faced during 
learning procedure text with video subtitling 
(TikTok). 
Difficult video editing and limited internet connection.  
 
 
6 Teacher’s attempts in overcoming the difficulties of 
utilizing video subtitling (TikTok) in teaching 
learning procedure text. 
 
Providing optional tutorial videos that have been 
downloaded to be translated and giving example 
videos of how to add subtitle to the tutorial video step 
by step.  
7 Teacher’s insight about the use of video subtitling 
in other genre of texts learning and the possibility 
in reutilizing video subtitling for other material.  
 
It is has possibility if there is a chance and  time to apply 
it.  This method can become an addition for new 
learning media for SMK Bhineka Nusantara Cianjur 
students in the future.  
Conducive to elaborate the difficulties faced by the students in utilizing video subtitling application in writing 
procedure text, the researcher got the data from open ended questionnaire. The students shared their difficulties 
during the process of making subtitle for tutorial video. Here are the responses of the students related to the 
difficulties in applying video subtitling. 
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Table 4. Students Questionnaire Result 
NO Statement Response 
1 Process of downloading and 
installing TikTok application on the 
smartphone. 
100% students 
answer “very easy” 
- The application is easy to find. 
- The students can just go to Play Store and download 
the application. 
- It takes no time to download and install. 
- Search for the application and install. 
- Supported device helps a lot. 
 
2 Smartphone status (storage, 
operational system, etc.) 
80% students 




- Smartphone storage is still available. 
- There is still space left for the application. 
- The application size is not big. 
- It does not take much space on the storage. 
- The storage is full. 
 





answer “very easy” 
- Log in with social media is allowed. 
- It takes no time, just choose one of our social media 
account such as Instagram and Facebook to log in. 
- It is simple enough to log in. 
- After opening the application and log in, we can see 
the timeline immediately. 
- Log in with Google account is easy. 
 







- The internet connection is slow, because of the limited 
data cellular. 
- When the internet signal is bad, the application will run 
slowly. 
- Because of the COVID-19 condition that caused online 
learning, the students do not have enough budget for 
data cellular purchase.  
- The internet signal is good. 
- There is good internet source available in the student’s 
home. 
 
5 Video downloading process. 80% students 
answer “very easy” 
20% students 
answer “difficult” 
- The students can download videos from YouTube or 
download the videos provided by the teacher. 
- The students can download one of tutorial videos from 
the teacher. 
- Videos from the teacher is ready to be downloaded. 
- Downloading the video from Whatsapp (the teacher) is 
easy. 
- It is little bit difficult to download the video because of 
limited internet connection. 
 






- The words are simple. 
- The clue words from the teacher and online translation 
machine do help. 
- It is easy because the students are allowed to use 
dictionary or online translate machine to translate the 
sentences. 
- The students need to use different application for 
translating. 
- It is difficult. 
 





answer “very easy” 
20% students 
answer “difficult” 
- The students need to type the subtitle and add it to the 
video. 
- The students can adjust the position of the subtitle. 
- There is feature to insert text for the subtitle. 
- The application is simple, easy to operate. 
- It is difficult for first timer. 
 
8 Video editing process.  60% students 
answer “difficult” 
20% students 
answer “very easy” 
20% student 
answers “easy” 
- The editing process is complicated, it is hard to adjust 
the time. 
- It is take long time to fit the subtitle and the voice. 
- It is difficult for first timer. 
- The operation way of this application is simple enough. 
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- It is easy, because in the application there are many 
cool editing features and easy to use. 
 
9 Uploading video. 60% students 
answer “very easy” 
40% students 
answer “easy” 
- The students can send the video immediately. 
- After the student finish the editing, they can click post 
button and wait it to be uploaded. 
- There is a button for posting the video. 
- The posting button is easy to find. 
- The posting process is easy but it needs good internet 
connection. 
 
10 Students’ insight of utilizing video 





answer “very easy” 
- With adequate internet connection, it is easy to 
operate the application. 
- Not only helping to write procedure text, it is also fun. 
- It is easy to use, because the teacher explain how to 
use it. 
- The students can use the application easily but in the 
editing process they struggle a bit. 
- The application can make the writing process more 
practical. 
Based on the finding, it was revealed teacher tried to teach students in writing procedure text using the 
application that the students can easily use even under remote teaching condition. However, the teacher 
mentioned two difficulties that appeared in the process of teaching procedure text they are about classroom 
monitoring and internet connection problem. The students also addressed two difficulties, the first one is around 
video editing process and the second one is in line with the teacher’s that is internet connection problem. 
Ineffective Learning Process Monitoring 
 
The teacher mentioned in the interview that it is difficult to monitor the learning process and progress of the 
students. It was showed in both first and second meeting where the teacher asked about the students’ progress 
in working the task, most of the students did not give any response to it that resulted on the ineffectiveness. The 
purpose of monitoring itself is to know how far students understand teacher’s instruction, what difficulties they 
faced, and how to solve it. This statement is in sync with Cotton (2015) that argued classroom monitoring is 
activities pursued by teachers to keep track of student learning for purposes of making instructional decisions 
and providing feedback to students on their progress. Thus the ineffective learning process monitoring becomes 
the part which the teacher struggle in it. 
Internet Connection Problem 
 
The problem with internet connection also become the second difficulty that the teacher and students 
encountered in the teaching and learning process with video subtitling. TikTok is an application that requires 
stable internet connection to stay online in order to be able to making the tutorial video with subtitles, slow 
internet speed or low capacity data cellular can make the application not working. Because the teaching and 
learning process was conducted in representative home, the quality of internet connection was different 
especially for the students who have limited budget for data cellular. Internet technology allows teachers and 
students keep up with their minds, it let them try their ideas as soon as they come up with them (Arsham, 2002). 
These are the key success factors in teaching learning which is orientated towards the students, who will become 
autonomous self-learners using the media and the support services. The high quality of the internet education 
process means the molding of abilities to learn.  
Difficult Video Editing Process 
 
Next difficulty that faced by the students is the editing process in making tutorial video with subtitles was not 
easy. It is challenging task for students who a first timer in making video with subtitles, despite they can edit the 
video  immediately after downloading it from the teacher they did not have to directly make the video by 
themselves. But, the editing process was not as simple as it looks. The teacher did personally give them the 
tutorial video of how to make the subtitles and how to add it into the video step by step, but when the students 
were starting the works the synchronal problem between the video and the subtitles could not be avoided. Rudkin 
(2004) stated in Ting (2013) that unless the language teacher is able to maneuver the equipment and software 
or collaborate with the IT lecturers, the learners will face a difficult time trying to get the perfect shot and navigate 
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about with the video-editing software. In spite of simple operating way of the TikTok application, it is still 
challenging work for students who are first time using this application to synchronize the subtitle. 
 
The Benefits of Utilizing Video Subtitling in Writing Procedure Text 
 
In exploring the benefits of utilizing video subtitling in writing procedure text, the researcher used interview to the 
students. The table shows the students’ responses from the interview: 
Table 5. Students Interview Result 
NO Statement Response 
1 The use of video subtitling 
application 
- The students have used TikTok for fun in their social media.  
- The students have used Inshot application to edit video that was posted in their social 
media. 
- The students have never used any subtitling video application before. 
- The students have used few subtitling applications to make a piece of work. 
- The students have never used any subtitling video application before. 
 
2 The use of video subtitling as 
learning media 
- All the students have never used video subtitling as learning media before. 
 
3 Whether or not the use of video 
subtitling (TikTok) does help in 
process of writing procedure text  
 
- The video subtitling does help, it makes the writing process more fun because the 
students originally like to use TikTok. 
- The video subtitling does help, it is not only to have fun in social media, but it also helps 
the students in writing procedure text more fun.  
- The video subtitling does help, it add the students more experience in using writing 
media that they have not used before.  
- The video subtitling does help, because it uses smartphone application which is making 
the writing process easier. 
- The video subtitling does help, the students think rather than writing the text manually 
in their book using TikTok is much easier and innovative. 
 
4 The strengths and the 
weaknesses of using video 
subtitling (TikTok) to write 
procedure text  
  
- It is easier to make procedure text with tutorial video because the students can follow 
the arrangement and step based on the video,  but the weakness is the students have to 
prepared big amount of data cellular.  
- It makes it easier to make procedure text in TikTok, because the students can make the 
subtitle based on the video. 
- The students can upload the result on their social media. 
- Making subtitle helps in learning English especially to add more vocabularies. 
- The use of TikTok in writing procedure text is little bit hard, but the learning process 
became more interesting. 
 
5 Whether or not it is easier to write 
procedure text using video 
subtitling (TikTok) in the class 
- It is easier with TikTok, because the students love playing TikTok so the learning 
process became more enjoyable even though the subtitle editing part is little bit hard. 
- It is easier with TikTok, because the learning process became more interesting. 
- It is easier to write procedure text directly in the class without TikTok, because in the 
process the students can ask teacher directly about the material they are learning.  
- It is easier to write procedure text in the class without TikTok, because whenever we do 
not understand something we can ask the teacher right away without catching in internet 
connection problem and the students do not have enough internet connection to do the 
task at home.  
- It is easier using TikTok to write procedure text, because how to operate the application 
is simple. 
 
6 The benefits the students gained 
after using video subtitling 
(TikTok) to write procedure text 
 
- It helps assisting the online learning about procedure text and adding new vocabularies.  
- It helps writing procedure text because I know how to use the application. 
- The students get more vocabularies by making subtitle  
- The students know how to use many features in TikTok to make the video better and 
make good procedure text through the video.  
- The students can understand more the context of the video and make procedure text 
from it and it helps excelling my creativity in making subtitle in TikTok. 
 
7 New things that the students 
know or get after using video 
subtitling (TikTok) in writing 
procedure text 
- The students know how to make subtitle 
- Not only learning directly in the class to get new knowledge, but also the students can 
learn new thing by using social media. 
- The students know how to make subtitle 
- The students can re-watch the video to understand the material more without asking to 
the teacher directly 
- It helps the students collecting some new vocabularies and the students know how to 
make subtitle using TikTok.  
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Formed on the result of interview, it can be noted that there were at least three benefits of utilizing video 
subtitling in writing procedure text, the benefits were: 1) more interesting learning activity, 2) producing organized 
text and stimulating creativity, 3) vocabulary acquisition. 
 
More Interesting Learning Activity 
 
The first benefit was the students can have learning activity that captivates them more. Pandemic situation 
makes the teaching learning process should be conducted at home. Teacher at least have to come with a way 
to deliver the material online and make the classroom as interesting as possible under the circumstance. 
Students today indicate the use of MMIT makes the material more interesting and easier to understand, so the 
teacher came up with a remote classroom using a smartphone application in order to make a more interesting 
classroom. This statement is harmonized with Dong & Li (2011) that students report the addition of multimedia 
makes the class more interesting and vivid, increasing their interest in the topic and in learning. Thus, from the 
media itself it can attract students and actualized interesting classroom activity. In this case, TikTok application 
was the first multimedia tools that the students directly used in the process of writing text. Before, they focused 
learning text from books and the students tend to feel bored in between. The use of multimedia in learning 
indicated the technology provided students an innovative way to learn the material and relate the lessons to real-
life situations. Learning writing by using video subtitling application makes the learning activity more interesting, 
and video subtitling made students easier to understand procedure text while it is simple to operate.  
Producing Organized Text and Stimulating Creativity 
 
The second benefit was the students can write the procedure text more structured and organized. As seen in 
the classroom activity, the teacher provided the tutorial videos and the students chose one to be subtitled. The 
students wrote the procedure text based on the video, because the topic has been determined they can follow 
the arrangement of the video to put their ideas into sentences and turn it out into organized paragraphs. It was 
also found on research from Habibulloh (2017) that video makes the students’ easier in pre-writing or drawing 
on the background knowledge to determine a topic. Also, after get the topic, students can to decide the main 
idea. Next, in drafting students get better on putting their ideas into sentences and paragraphs. The use of video 
subtitling in creating procedure text helped students classify the information.  
 
Not only the students can write organized text guided by the video in writing procedure text, video subtitling 
activity can stimulate students’ creativity. This video subtitling activity have a part in students’ creativity 
development. One of the characteristics of teenagers’ learners is they have great capacity to learn, have a great 
potential for creativity, and a passionate commitment to things that interest them. Making subtitle for tutorial 
videos was able to take out students’ creativity in turning the tutorial videos out better. This statement is in sync 
with a previous research by Ting (2013) that the video project was able to draw out the students’ creativity in 
integrating language with computer skills. Not only the students translated the original language into English but 
they also made the subtitle text itself more pleased to see, even with effect and music as addition according to 
their own creativity. Subtitled tutorial video as the result between translation activity and video editing make it 




The third benefit was by doing video subtitling for tutorial video in writing procedure text, the students acquired 
new vocabularies. Video subtitling activity requires translation process, in which in this case the students make 
an English subtitle for Bahasa voice or it called reverse subtitle. Kasapoglu-Akyol (2010) stated it was determined 
that electronic dictionaries helped participants learn new vocabulary which improved reading and writing skills. 
One of the steps that makes the students get to acquire new vocabularies is when they translated Bahasa into 
English by using online dictionary or online translating machine. The use of Google Translate has been 
increasing either in the academic discipline or in the non-academic discipline (Halimah, 2018). The increasing 
access to different multimedia and technology resources facilitates spontaneous vocabulary acquisition for the 
contemporary age learners, in particular, films or video with subtitles can be a valuable tool in bringing students 
closer to authentic real-life vocabulary (Kanellopoulou et al., 2019). The process of subtitling assist learners in 
acquiring vocabulary intentionally. The students put the subtitle they made to the video in sync with the original 
voice by using TikTok, in that process they added more words to their vocabulary bank.  
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Conclusion  
There were some stages of utilizing video subtitling in writing procedure text and it divided into two meetings. In 
the first meeting, the teacher focused on introducing the TikTok application as video subtitling application and 
explained how to use the application to make subtitle step by step including how to translate the transcribed 
sentences into English. Then the teacher asked students to download one Bahasa tutorial video to be subtitled. 
On the second meeting, the teacher asked students to work individually in making procedure text based on the 
video they have downloaded. They translated the text into English and turned it into short and simple procedure 
text. Afterwards, they created the reversed subtitle for the tutorial video and inserting it to the mentioned video. 
The teacher allowed students to create the subtitle based on their creativity, they can add colorful text or effect 
to the subtitle. Also, in the first observation the students’ low understanding in text component was discovered, 
thus the teacher functioned tutorial video to guide students in making more structured text. Moreover, the familiar 
smartphone application was able to assist student in creating procedure text. 
 
The difficulties that found in utilizing video subtitling for teaching and learning procedure text are divided into 
three points. The first one is ineffective learning process monitoring, teacher could not get much information 
about how far students understand teacher’s instruction, what difficulties they faced, and how to solve it. Under 
the remote teaching method, it was ineffective to monitor the students’ progress. The second one is internet 
connection problem, because the teaching and learning process was conducted in representative home, the 
quality of internet connection was different especially for the students who have limited budget for data cellular. 
The last one is difficult editing process, it is challenging task for students who a first timer in making video with 
subtitles. Even with the help of teacher simulation video about how to add the subtitles to the video step by step, 
the synchronal problem between the video and the subtitles could not be avoided by the students. 
 
The last is about the benefits gained by the students in applying video subtitling for writing procedure text. The 
first benefit is the students can have more interesting learning activity, the teacher came up with a remote 
classroom using a smartphone application instead of text books in order to make a more interesting classroom 
under the pandemic circumstance. The second benefit is the students can write organized text, teacher provided 
the tutorial videos and the students chose one to be subtitled. The use of video subtitling helped students classify 
the information, they wrote the procedure text by following the arrangement of the video. Not only the students 
can write organized text, video subtitling activity can stimulate students’ creativity. The students translated the 
original language into English and they also made the subtitle text itself more pleased to see according to their 
own creativity. The third benefit is vocabulary acquisition, video subtitling activity requires translation process 
when they translated Bahasa into English by using online dictionary or online translating machine they found 
more than one translation alternative for a given sentence, from that part they acquired new vocabularies.  
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